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BEFORE THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 1	

IN AND FOR SKAGIT COUNTY, WASHINGTON 2	

In the Matter of the Appeal of Shoreline 
Substantial Development Permit PL 15-
0302 Granted to Tesoro Anacortes 
Refining and Marketing Company, LLC 
(Tesoro) and the Associated SEPA 
Environmental Impact Statement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

NO:      PL15-0302 
 
Tesoro Anacortes Clean Products Upgrade 
Project Shore Substantial Development 
Permit and Environmental Impact Statement 
 
NOTICE OF APPEAL  

  3	
I. INTRODUCTION 4	

 5	
This Notice of Appeal of Shoreline Substantial Development Permit (SSDP) PL 15-0302 6	

granted to applicant Tesoro Anacortes Refining and Marketing Company, LLC (Tesoro) and the 7	

associated Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Tesoro Anacortes Clean Product 8	

Upgrade Project Environmental Impact Statement is submitted on behalf of Stand.Earth, RE 9	

Sources for Sustainable Communities, Friends of the San Juans, Evergreen Islands, Friends of 10	

the Earth, and the Sierra Club.  This Notice is submitted pursuant to the Skagit County Shoreline 11	

Management Master Program (SMP) Section 13.01(1) and 9.06(4) and Hearing Examiner Rule 12	

2.11(b) (allowing 5 working days for appeal).1  The Hearing Examiner issued the Notice of 13	

																																																								
1 Skagit County Code (SCC) Section 16.12.2120 does not expressly provide for an appeal 

to the Board of County Commissioners of a Final Environmental Impact Statement issued (FEIS) 
pursuant to SEPA.  Appellants include issues relating to SEPA compliance as a placeholder in 
this Notice in the event that Skagit County provides an opportunity for an appeal of the FEIS in 
this forum.        
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Decision on December 7, 2107, which is attached as Exhibit A.  This Notice was timely filed on 1	

December 14, 2017.   2	

II. INTERESTS OF APPELLANTS AND HOW THEY ARE AGGRIEVED 3	

Each of the Appellants are public interest organizations working for the conservation of 4	

natural resources and community protection in and around Skagit County and the Salish Sea.  Each 5	

of the Appellants participated in the proceedings before the Hearing Examiner by submitting 6	

written comments and/or appearing in person.  Each of the Appellants submitted written comments 7	

to Skagit County on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement.   8	

The adverse impacts from the proposed project, including increased vessel traffic, 9	

increased risk of oil and xylene spills, increased emissions of greenhouse gases, increased threats 10	

to public health and safety, increased impacts to fish and wildlife resource, and increased impacts 11	

to air and water quality, would have negative effects on individual members of Appellants who 12	

live, work, play and otherwise use the area in Skagit County in and around the facility and/or the 13	

Salish Sea for aesthetic, recreational, scientific and professional activities.  Appellants seek to 14	

redress these potential injuries to their members by appealing the SSDP and EIS for the CPUP.  15	

The approval of the SSDP also harms the ability of Appellant organizations to fulfill their missions 16	

of protecting the natural resources of Skagit County and the Salish Sea and safeguarding those 17	

natural resources from irreparable harm for future generations of Washingtonians.   18	

More specific information on the interests of each Appellant is set forth below. 19	

Stand.Earth is a non-profit corporation with offices in Bellingham, Washington, San 20	

Francisco, California, and Vancouver, British Columbia with the mission of challenging 21	

corporations and governments to treat people and the environment with respect, because our lives 22	

depend on it.  The campaigns of Stand.earth touch on all issues that affect wild places and the 23	
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wildlife and people that depend on them, and Stand.earth has worked extensively to promote a 1	

transition to a clean energy future by enforcing laws that apply to proposals for fossil fuel 2	

infrastructure projects like the one at issue in this case.   3	

RE Sources for Sustainable Communities (RE Sources) is a non-profit organization that 4	

promotes sustainable communities and protects the health of Northwest Washington’s people and 5	

ecosystems through application of science, education, advocacy, and action.  Its vision is to see 6	

people living satisfying lives in accord with the ecosystem we depend on – generation after 7	

generation.  Based in Bellingham, Washington, RE Sources works to prevent pollution and waste, 8	

emphasizing marine and nearshore habitat restoration.  While advancing the clean energy 9	

transition, RE Sources opposes new fossil fuel export proposals threatening the Salish Sea and our 10	

communities with heightened risks of hazardous spills, fires and runoff.   11	

  Friends of the San Juans (Friends) is a nonprofit organization that protects and restores 12	

the San Juan Islands and the Salish Sea for people and nature.  Friends’ founders established the 13	

organization in 1979 to protect the land, air, sea, and livability of the San Juan Islands. Friends 14	

strives to preserve the rural character of the islands, conserve natural resources, promote ecological 15	

stewardship, and promote the consistent implementation of strong environmental policies and 16	

protections.  Friends focuses much of its work on protecting the natural resources of the Salish Sea 17	

and existing resource-dependent public uses from the potential adverse impacts of fossil fuels 18	

exports through this fragile ecosystem.  19	

Evergreen Islands is a non-profit, membership organization, incorporated in Washington 20	

State and based in Anacortes, Washington.  The mission of the organization is to promote, protect, 21	

and defend the unique ecosystem involving the saltwater islands of Skagit County and their 22	

environs as it relates to the built and natural environments.  Incorporated in 1977, the 23	
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organization’s focus has been monitoring and supporting the responsible enforcement of local, 1	

state, and national laws that protect the environment, specifically the environmental protections in 2	

municipal comprehensive plans and policies, municipal and county shoreline programs, the 3	

Washington State Growth Management Act, the Washington State Environmental Policy Act, the 4	

Washington State Shoreline Management Act, Federal Water Pollution Control Act, and the 5	

National Environmental Policy Act.   6	

Friends of the Earth fights to protect our environment and create a healthy and just world.  7	

We organize to build long-term political power and campaign to change the rules of our economic 8	

and political systems that create injustice and destroy nature.  Friends of the Earth has more than 9	

one million members and activists across all 50 states to make this vision a reality.  Through its 10	

oceans program, Friends of the Earth have worked to secure national and international limits on 11	

air, water and oil pollution from cruise ships, cargo ships, oil tankers, ferries and recreational water 12	

craft.  In particular, Friends of the Earth is focusing at the local and state level to strengthen port 13	

regulations and to protect local communities and waters from air pollution and other impacts from 14	

large, ocean-going vessels that burn hundreds of thousands of gallons of bunker fuel, that is often 15	

more polluting and climate-warming that fuels used to power vehicles.  16	

Founded by legendary conservationist John Muir in 1892, the Sierra Club is now the 17	

nation’s largest grassroots environmental organization – with three million members and 18	

supporters.  The Sierra Club’s successes range from protecting millions of acres of wilderness to 19	

helping to pass the Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, and Endangered Species Act.  More recently, 20	

it made history by leading the charge to move away from the dirty fossil fuels that cause climate 21	

disruption and toward a clean energy economy.  The Sierra Club’s members and supporters are 22	

more than 2 million of your friends and neighbors who work together to protect our communities 23	
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and the planet.  The Washington Chapter of the Sierra Club is based in Seattle, Washington, and 1	

the Mt. Baker group works on issues in local communities in Skagit, Whatcom and San Juan 2	

counties.                 3	

III. BASIS FOR APPEAL 4	

Appellants respectfully offer the following bases for finding that the Notice of Decision 5	

issued by the Hearing Examiner is clearly erroneous and not in accordance with law.  6	

Shoreline Substantial Development Permit  7	

1. The Hearing Examiner’s conclusion that the proposed development does not require a 8	

Shoreline Conditional Use Permit is clearly erroneous and contrary to law.  In reaching this 9	

conclusion, the Hearing Examiner failed to apply the appropriate criteria and requirements 10	

of the Skagit County Shoreline Master Program.  SMP Sections 4.02, 5.01, 11	

7.10(2)(A)(6)(b), 7.11(2)(A)(6)(b), 7.18(2)(A)(6)(c), and 12.01-04. 12	

2. The Hearing Examiner failed to apply the appropriate criteria for reviewing proposed 13	

expansions and new forms of activity at existing developments that were in operation prior 14	

to June 1, 1971.  SMP Sections 2.04(2), and 12.01-12.04.  15	

3. In concluding the proposed development does not require a Shoreline Conditional Use 16	

Permit, the Hearing Examiner improperly relied upon an “apparent” Staff interpretation of 17	

the SMP that was never adopted by the Staff or included in the Staff Report. 18	

4. The Hearing Examiner issued a finding of fact that the “policies for Shorelines of Statewide 19	

Significance cannot be meaningfully implemented in (sic) existing physical context.”  This 20	

finding of fact is clearly erroneous, contrary to law, and unsupported by the record.  SMP 21	

Sections 2.04(2), 12.01-04.   22	
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5. The Hearing Examiner’s finding of fact that there would be no significant additive adverse 1	

environmental impacts beyond existing, permitted facilities and uses, is clearly erroneous 2	

and unsupported by the record.  3	

6. The Hearing Examiner’s findings of fact regarding a worst-case spill are clearly erroneous 4	

and unsupported by the record.  5	

7. The Hearing Examiner’s findings of fact regarding vessel traffic are clearly erroneous and 6	

unsupported by the record.  7	

8. The Hearing Examiner’s findings of fact regarding emissions of greenhouse gases are 8	

clearly erroneous and unsupported by the record.  9	

9.  The Hearing Examiner’s findings of fact regarding air quality impacts are clearly 10	

erroneous and unsupported by the record.  11	

10. The conclusion of law that the proposed development is consistent with the policies and 12	

regulations of the Skagit County Shoreline Master Program is contrary to law.   The 13	

Hearing Examiner failed to apply the applicable criteria to the proposed “uses.”  SMP 14	

Sections 1.02-1.04, 2.04, 2.09, 4.02, 5.01, 5.03, 6.04(1) and (6), 9.02.    15	

11. The conclusion of law that the proposed development is consistent with the policies of the 16	

Shoreline Management Act is contrary to law. The Hearing Examiner failed to apply the 17	

applicable criteria to the proposed “uses.”  RCW 90.58.020, 90.58.080, and 90.58.140.     18	

12. The conclusion of law that there is no inconsistency of the proposal or the process of its 19	

consideration with the permit and enforcement regulations adopted by the Washington 20	

Department of Ecology is contrary to law.  WAC 173-27-070, 173-27-140, 173-27-150, 21	

173-27-160, 173-27-200, and 173-27-210.   22	
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13. The conclusion of law that the approval criteria for granting a Substantial Development 1	

Permit have been met is clearly erroneous and contrary to law.  2	

14. The conclusion that the proximate negative impacts of the proposed development do not 3	

warrant denial of the application is clearly erroneous and contrary to law.  4	

15. The Hearing Examiner erred in declining to reopen the record to include evidence of a 5	

post-hearing incident involving an unescorted Articulated Tug Barge like those proposed 6	

for use to serve the facility approved by the SSDP.  Skagit County’s Rules of Procedure 7	

for Hearing state at Subsection 1.14 that “[a]fter closing the record, the Examiner may 8	

reopen the record for good cause at any time prior to the end of the appeal period or prior 9	

to the scheduling of a further hearing on the matter before the Board of County 10	

Commissioners, whichever is later.”  The Appellants provided good cause when they 11	

requested inclusion in the record of news of that event because approval of the SSDP would 12	

significantly increase the use of ATBs in the Salish Sea and therefore the risk of a vessel 13	

incident. 14	

CPUP Final Environmental Impact Statement 15	

16. The Hearing Examiner’s findings of fact and conclusions of law regarding probably 16	

significant environmental consequences are clearly erroneous and contrary to law. 17	

17. The FEIS fails to adequately consider and disclose the direct and indirect environmental 18	

impacts of the project, including the upstream and downstream greenhouse gas emissions 19	

associated with production and transportation of xylenes.  SCC 16.12.120, 16.12.150, and 20	

16.12.180. 21	

18. The FEIS fails to adequately consider and disclose the project’s cumulative impacts, 22	

including greenhouse gas emissions in conjunction with other facilities proposed in and 23	
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